
Survivor Series Count-Up 2012
Edition – 2008: This Really
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Survivor Series 2008
Date: November 23, 2008
Location: TD Banknorth Garden, Boston, Massachusetts
Attendance: 12,498
Commentators: Michael Cole, Jerry Lawler, Todd Grisham, Matt Striker, Jim
Ross, Tazz

This is one of those shows that just doesn’t look that good. We’ve got
three Survivor Series matches, a casket match between Undertaker and
Show, and the two title matches. It’s the title matches where things get
shaky. First of all there’s Cena vs. Jericho. In Boston. With Cena
returning from injury. Then we get to the infamous part of the show: the
Smackdown World Title match.

On I believe the late Saturday night/early Sunday morning, as in like 2am
EST, a story broke on WWE.com, saying Jeff Hardy, one of the guys in the
title match, had been found in a stairwell. I want to emphasize that THIS
IS ALL THAT WAS SAID. The backlash to it was strong, with some critics
saying that it was tasteless given Hardy’s drug issues. Meltzer said it
was the worst promotional tactic of the year. Maybe it was just me, but I
had ZERO problem with this.

Hardy’s issues had rarely if ever been mentioned on WWE TV, the article
said nothing about drugs or alcohol, and it was announced like two days
later that it was a physical attack. I never thought it was a drug issue
until someone mentioned it to me, and even then I didn’t buy it as it was
broken by WWE.com at 2 in the morning before a PPV. But hey, since the
guy had issues, we can never run any kind of angle with him right?
Anyway, let’s get to it.

The opening video is the EXACT SAME THING it’s been for two years.
Literally, they’re the same clips before we get to the stuff about the
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main events.

JR and Taz talk about the Hardy issue and say that ABC and TMZ picked up
the story. I seem to remember that being a lie.

Team HBK vs. Team JBL

Shawn Michaels, Rey Mysterio, Cryme Tyme, Great Khali

John Bradshaw Layfield, The Miz, John Morrison, Kane, MVP

I think you can figure out the feuds yourself here. MVP and Mysterio get
things going as all of the commentators are talking at once here. MVP is
in the middle of a massive losing streak that would result in a face turn
and I believe the US Title. Rey hits a quick rana and a clothesline for
two before it’s off to JTG for a double dropkick. JTG hits a HARD right
hand but MVP gets in a shot to the ribs and hits the Drive-By (running
kick to the side of the head) for the elimination. Khali immediately
comes in and chops MVP in the head for the elimination to tie things up.

Kane comes in for the staredown of the giants and Khali clotheslines him
down with ease. Khali slugs him down and easily breaks up a chokeslam
attempt. There’s the chop to the head and Rey climbs on Khali’s shoulders
for the splash and another elimination. Off to Morrison who speeds things
up. We hear about how great Morrison is from Striker, but unfortunately
that chick Melina screwed up his future. Mysterio hits a quick kick to
the head and it’s off to Shad.

Now Cryme Tyme vs. Miz/Morrison was a feud ahead of its time: their
internet shows got in an argument and a wrestling feud followed. Shad
misses a charge into the corner and it’s off to Miz. Since Miz isn’t
quite the worker he is at this point, it’s back to Morrison very quickly.
Shad runs over both members of the tag team and powerslams Miz down
before hitting another overhyped elbow. Miz pops back up and hits the
Reality Check (backbreaker/neckbreaker combo) to eliminate Shad.

It’s off to Shawn who comes in via a slow, dramatic step. He gets to face
the Miz, meaning that entrance was wasted. To the shock of almost
everyone, Miz takes over and double teams with Morrison to work over



Shawn’s back. JBL, the slimmed down version, comes in to pound away and
drop an elbow for two. Back to Miz who pounds away at Shawn’s bad eye,
busting it open again.

Morrison comes in again to crank on a headlock and send Shawn over the
top. Why would you turn your back when you throw Shawn over the top rope?
At least Morrison jumps him when Shawn skins the cat. A forearm puts
Shawn down and Morrison nips up in a little jab at HBK. Morrison misses
the top rope elbow and it’s a double tag to bring in Miz vs. Mysterio.
Rey hits a springboard rana into the 619 and the top rope splash puts Miz
out.

JBL comes in and hits a hard shoulder to take Mysterio down. The crowd is
WAY into Rey here. The fans think JBL can’t wrestle. The correct chant
would be “You can’t work a style we like because we think that flying
around and using a lot of moves is how a wrestler’s talents are
determined because we don’t know what we’re talking about!” Off to
Morrison with a European uppercut followed by a backbreaker.

Rey gets in a kick to the face but it’s off to JBL to hook an abdominal
stretch with the leg being cranked on at the same time. Once Rey escapes,
JBL uses something you don’t often see: a big boot to the back of the
head. Rey blocks a belly to back superplex and hits a moonsault press to
put JBL down and bust open his lip. There’s the tag to Shawn who hits the
forearm and nip up of his own (take that Morrison) to send Bradshaw to
the floor.

Shawn dives out to take Bradshaw out and loads up the superkick to send
JBL running away. With JBL running away from the kick, Shawn slides back
in and beats the count by one second, meaning JBL is gone via a countout.
Morrison tries to superkick Shawn but Shawn is like boy these boots are
older than you and kicks Morrison’s head off for the final pin and 3-0
final score for lack of a better term.

Rating: C. This was fine but the ending was kind of anti-climatic. They
were trying to save the Shawn pin over JBL which was a good idea as they
would have a solid feud in the next few months which resulted in Shawn
being JBL’s lackey because Shawn was poor. The guys other than the



captains in this didn’t do much of note but that’s kind of the idea
behind a match like this. Not bad but nothing great either.

HHH doesn’t think he needs to give his opinion on the Jeff Hardy
situation. Either way, Hardy will be back. Instead it’s going to be
Kozlov vs. HHH. The Game (Smackdown World Champion here) says tonight is
Kozlov’s first defeat.

Team Raw vs. Team Smackdown

Beth Phoenix, Mickie James, Kelly Kelly, Candice Michelle, Jillian Hall

Michelle McCool, Victoria, Maria, Maryse, Natalya

Beth is the captain of Team Raw and McCool is captain of Team Smackdown.
They’re also Women’s and Divas Champions respectively. Santino is here
with Beth because awkward romances are funny right? Mickie has her
signature look down now and is very bouncy. For the sake of simplicity,
only Michelle McCool will be referred to as Michelle. Beth and Michelle
start things off with Beth controlling via a top wristlock. Michelle uses
some decent chain wrestling to set up a dropkick to send Beth backwards a
bit.

Maryse tags herself in and gets in a brawl with her own partner Michelle.
Team Raw: “LET THEM FIGHT!” After the brawl is broken up, it’s Beth vs.
Maria with Maria avoiding a charge and hitting a slow motion
headscissors. Off to Kelly vs. Maria and hopefully this doesn’t last
long. Victoria tags herself in and gets caught in a rana by Kelly for the
pin. Kelly tries the same thing on Maryse for two so Maryse hits a
backbreaker and gets the pin.

It’s 4-4 now if you’re keeping track and Mickie comes in while swearing a
bit. A Thesz Press puts Maryse down and it’s off to Michelle again. They
try to bridge into a backslide, fail miserably, and try again to a
standoff. McCool hits a Russian legsweep for two and Mickie hits a
clothesline for the same, but Maria’s save hits McCool on the save,
allowing Mickie to hit the jumping DDT and pin Michelle. Mickie gets in
an argument with Beth and gets rolled up by Maryse to tie it right back
up.



Off to Candice vs. Natalya and they trade some rollups for two. Natalya
busts out a Sharpshooter (it is the Survivor Series after all) but
Jillian makes the save. Candice hits a spear for a quick pin on Natalya
and it’s 3-2. For those of you keeping track, it’s Jillian, Beth and
Candice vs. Maria and Maryse.

It’s Jillian vs. Maria with Jillian getting two off a Samoan Drop. Maria
grabs a quick victory roll to eliminate Jillian and ten seconds later,
Candice hits a northern lights suplex to put Maria out. Maryse hooks an
inverted figure four on Candice and we’re down to one on one. Maryse gets
in a few shots and a rollup but the Glam Slam gets the final pin very
quickly.

Rating: D. As decent as last year’s was, this felt like your traditional
Divas match. You had some decent workers but most of the girls are models
who are there because of how they look in swimsuits. I’ve seen worse
matches and the right choice was the survivor, but this just didn’t work
for the most part.

Matt Hardy says that Jeff was hit in the back of the head with a blunt
object. There. Controversy over. I’m sorry you had to suffer for less
than a day you whiny people.

We recap Undertaker vs. Big Show. Show isn’t scared of Undertaker so
he’ll win the casket match tonight.

Undertaker vs. Big Show

Casket match if that wasn’t clear or if you’re an idiot that needs
everything spelled out for you. The casket gets the full druid entrance.
I wonder if those guys hang out at catering after this. Show took all of
2007 off and lost a ton of weight so he’s still kind of slim here. Well
slim for him that is. They have a nice casket this year too. I don’t
think the bell rang but Show starts throwing punches anyway. One misses
and Taker tries to dump him into the casket to no avail.

They head to the floor and Undertaker’s headbutt has no effect. Show
pounds away at the ribs and rams Taker face first into the announce table
to daze Undertaker. The announce table gets loaded up but Show headbutts



him instead of putting Taker on the table. Taker grabs one of those big
monitors WWE uses (you would think they would have upgraded by this point
wouldn’t you? They still use those things in 2012 I believe) and bashes
Show’s head in a few times with it. Taker drops a BIG leg to put Show
through the table in the big spot of the match.

Very slowly we start heading back to the casket but take a detour back
into the ring instead. Old School is countered and things slow down
again. There’s a side slam from Show as the crowd is a lot less
interested than they were when Undertaker was on offense. The casket it
opened and Taker is put inside, but Show has to close the casket himself.
Since Show won’t close the lid, Taker comes back with a bunch of punches
and the jumping clothesline. Show hits a big elbow in the corner to slow
down Taker (and the crowd) again. For some reason Show loads up a Vader
Bomb when Taker is half up and gets chokeslammed down.

The casket is opened again and a big boot to the side of Show’s head
knocks him inside, but Show blocks the lid from being shut again. Back in
and Show hits the chokeslam….then destroys the casket. Show starts
walking away and there’s a wall of fire to stop him from leaving. Taker
goes after him and gets punched down again, but here are more druids with
another casket.

Show punches Taker a bit more and stands the casket up so he can ram
Taker into it and knock both of them down. The casket is stood up again
but it’s open this time. Taker punches Show to the edge of the stage
before whipping Show into the casket, causing it to fall and shut to give
Taker the win.

Rating: D. This is a horrible casket match by some people but it’s really
not that bad. It’s certainly a bad match but the ending was kind of
creative and what are you expecting from Taker vs. Big Show? They’re
going to hit each other a lot and it’s going to be slow, so why do people
act surprised when any match with either of these two or Kane is the same
formula? Not a good match but it’s definitely not terrible.

Carlito and Primo hit on the Bellas but can’t tell them apart. In
something I never thought I’d have to say again, the Gobbledygooker pops



up and the Colons think it’s Charlie Haas, but of course he pops up in
the room and the Gooker is played by the Boogeyman. This would be another
pointless segment.

Randy Orton doesn’t want to be team captain but his team will win anyway.
He implies Cody is the weak link of the team. Cody says that if Randy is
eliminated first, it’s addition by subtraction. The team has to hold them
apart.

Team Orton vs. Team Batista

Randy Orton, Mark Henry, William Regal, Cody Rhodes, Shelton Benjamin

Batista, Kofi Kingston, CM Punk, R-Truth, Matt Hardy

Shelton is US Champion, Matt is ECW Champion and Punk/Kofi are Raw tag
champions. Yeah that didn’t last long. Punk immediately charges at Regal
and hits the GTS for the elimination in about ten seconds. Shelton gets a
very fast two on Punk before pounding away on his back. Off to Kofi who
grabs a front facelock. Kofi is even more over here than usual as he went
to college in Boston. Kofi tries a monkey flip but Shelton lands on his
feet and brings in Henry to pound away all slow like.

Henry apparently gets tired after a few seconds so here’s Cody. Matt
comes in, does nothing of note, and tags in Truth who pounds away.
Striker talks about what a killing Truth is making as we can hear a lot
of spots being called here tonight. I don’t know if the ring is mic’d
loudly or what but you can hear all kinds of stuff here. Batista comes in
and everybody runs until it’s only Cody left to face him. Ok make that
Shelton actually. Batista takes him down with ease and gets two via a
powerslam. Off to Matt vs. Randy as things speed up. A bulldog gets two
for Matt but a moonsault misses.

It’s off to Henry who lost the ECW Title to Hardy a few months ago. Cody
comes in and chokes a bit but there’s the double tag to Truth vs.
Shelton. A victory roll gets two for Truth and he does his backflip into
the splits spot. The spinning forearm misses completely and Paydirt (the
same move Truth now calls Little Jimmy) gets the pin for Shelton. Kofi
immediately comes in with a springboard cross body for two and a dropkick



to put Shelton down.

The Boom Drop gets another two for Kofi but Henry blasts Kofi in the back
of the head. Henry comes in legally now for more quick pounding and it’s
finally off to Orton. Orton does his really slow stomp but the knee drop
misses. Randy drapes him over the top rope and hits the Elevated DDT for
the elimination. Punk is immediately waiting on Orton as Randy is the guy
that cost Punk the world title at Unforgiven. Orton gets beaten up for a
few moments but gets in a rake to the eyes and tags out to Cody.

Rhodes works on the arm for a bit but gets caught by the knee and bulldog
combo for two. Punk goes up but Manu (the other member of Legacy who kind
of sucked) distracts him long enough for Cody to shove him off the top. A
DDT eliminated Punk quickly and we’re down to….4-2 I think? It’s
Batista/Matt vs. Orton/Cody/Henry/Benjamin. Matt comes in and hits a
quick Side Effect for two on Rhodes but it’s quickly back to Henry. Matt
hits an elbow to the back of Henry’s head and manages to pull off the
Side Effect for two. That’s about it for Hardy as the World’s Strongest
Slam takes him out, leaving Batista all alone.

Big Dave immediately spears down Henry to make it 3-1 as Shelton comes
in. Benjamin gets caught in a spinebuster almost immediately and the
Batista Bomb gets is down to 2-1. Cody comes in and peppers Batista with
some right hands before charging into a boot. Batista powerslams Rhodes
down and says Orton is next. Batista hits the Bomb on Rhodes but Randy
made a blind tag while Cody was in the air. The RKO gets the elimination
and win for Rhodes and Orton.

Rating: B. This was a kind of throwback to the old school Survivor Series
matches where the numbers finally caught up with the big face and he got
beat. Orton vs. Batista was one of the big matches that WWE never really
got to do on the scale I think they were hoping for. They would have a
long match next month at Armageddon but that’s hardly the second main
event at Wrestlemania which they were capable of having. Still though,
good stuff here and the best match of the night by far.

Kozlov says he’ll win.

Hardy is officially out of the title match tonight.



The recap video is pretty pointless now because the video is mostly about
Jeff. Kozlov is here because HHH wanted to have some big epic match with
him that no one but him was interested in. Jeff is here because he keeps
getting so close to winning the title so EVIL Vickie wouldn’t let him in
the match. Jeff invaded the contract signing and beat up a lot of people
until he was put in the match.

Then HHH decided he didn’t want to put Hardy over for the title so we
needed a transitional champion, which is why the stairwell thing
happened. HHH is kind of a jerk like that.

Smackdown World Title: Vladimir Kozlov vs. HHH

After the big match intros we’re ready to go. The fans chant USA of
course and for once it’s actually appropriate. Kozlov, the amateur
wrestler/combat sports expert, takes it to the mat with amateur stuff.
Now remember that, because it’ll become important later. HHH gets on the
mat with him and hooks a headlock. The fans now chant boring as we hit a
standoff. Now they want Hardy. Well to be fair they only paid for him, so
why should HHH not wanting to drop the title matter?

They trade arm holds on the mat and then trade even more arm holds on the
same mat. Back up and HHH hits the high knee and a facebuster followed by
the DDT for no cover. The fans chant for TNA before HHH hits the
spinebuster. Kozlov counters the Pedigree and hits the headbutt to the
chest to take HHH down. Vlad sends HHH into the corner and out to the
floor where very little happens.

Back in and a fallaway slam gets two for the challenger and he fires some
shoulders to the ribs. A powerslam gets another two and it’s off to a
body grip to slow things down even more. Kozlov hits a pair of
backbreakers for two and it’s back to that grip. HHH comes back with some
right hands but gets powerslammed down for another two. A comeback by HHH
is countered into a belly to belly as Taz says Kozlov is going to win,
further dooming him to lose. HHH hits a Pedigree out of nowhere and
here’s Vickie.

She says he’s here and makes it a triple threat, with the third man being
the returning Edge. Edge does the psycho eyes on the way to the ring and



I think a cameraman fell off the ramp as he was filming. Edge spears down
HHH and here’s Jeff Hardy to destroy the Canadian. His chair shot hits
HHH though, allowing Edge to steal the pin and the title.

Rating: D. There’s a lot to say here. First and foremost, as usual I
disagree with his highness Dave Meltzer, who said this was the worst
match of the year. It’s arguably not even the worst match of the show,
but think about this for a minute: are you telling me there isn’t some
terrible Divas match somewhere in the year worse than this? Or that Honky
Tonk Man vs. Santino at Cyber Sunday was indeed better? He gave worst
match of the year to Hardy vs. Sting in 2011, so apparently length
doesn’t mean anything.

This match was indeed bad, but let’s think about this for a minute.
Kozlov is supposed to be a combat sports expert and an amateur wrestler.
So what did he do? HE WRESTLED LIKE HIS CHARACTER IS SUPPOSED TO! Now was
it boring? Absolutely. Was it a REALLY stupid move to put him in a world
title match? Absolutely. Were the fans interested? Not at all. If you
want proof, back at Cyber Sunday the options for the title match were HHH
vs. either guy, or a triple threat. The results were as follows:

Hardy – 57%

Triple Threat – 38%

Kozlov – 5%

Based on that alone, it’s clear that almost no one wanted to see HHH vs.
Kozlov. The interest just wasn’t there, so they booked a triple threat
instead which there was interest in. Then they screw the fans out of
their money by taking Jeff out of the match because of whatever their
reasoning was. Then they flip the fans off AGAIN by having Hardy run in
at the end. Hardy would pin Edge in another triple threat the next month
to win the title in a shocker. Why this match didn’t happen here is
beyond me, but again it’s screwing the fans out of what was advertised
until the night before the show.

At the end of the day though, no one bought Kozlov as a real threat to
the title. The guy just wasn’t going to be WWE Champion with the response



he got, which is why Hardy was the interesting factor in this match.
Without him, you have twelve minutes of your time being wasted until the
ending, which SHOULD HAVE BEEN HARDY. Anyway, nothing to see here but
it’s not the worst match of the year.

We recap Jericho vs. Cena. Jericho snuck into the Scramble match last
month and stole the world title while Cena was on the shelf. Tonight,
Cena returns from a neck injury to challenge for the title. In his
hometown. Against a guy that has literally only beaten him once. And
we’re supposed to expect Jericho to have a chance because we’re supposed
to ignore all that stuff.

Raw World Title: Chris Jericho vs. John Cena

Cena almost immediately tries the FU but Jericho bails to the apron.
Jericho comes back with a headlock which works on the neck followed by a
shoulder block to take Cena to the floor. John holds his neck a lot and
looks shaken. Back in and Cena pounds away in the corner as they’re
hitting hard but the pace of the match is pretty slow if that makes
sense. Jericho takes over and things continue to go slowly.

Cena comes back with the Throwback and goes up for the Fameasser but
comes down because that’s the move that hurt his neck in the first place.
Jericho takes over again and things go slowly. He kicks Cena in the side
of the head which is good for a nine count from the referee. Back in and
Cena slugs away but gets sent right back to the floor. Jericho throws him
into the steps and heads back in for a neck crank.

After the hold is broken, it’s time for more choking followed by a full
nelson. The hold lasts almost a minute and a half but Cena blocks the
bulldog. A shoulder puts Jericho down but the second shoulder hits.
Jericho misses the Lionsault but the Shuffle is countered into the
LIONTAMER! Cena escapes the hold so Jericho puts on the regular Boston
Crab instead. Cena (as in the hold lasted a minute plus) grabs the rope
to escape. Back up and Cena hits an FU out of nowhere but can’t follow
up.

Both guys head up to the top with Cena slamming him to the mat, followed
up by the top rope Fameasser. Cena is all fired up now but Jericho breaks



up the FU and hits a Codebreaker for a delayed two. Jericho takes over
and hits a clothesline followed by an EVIL smirk. He smirks a bit too
much though and Cena grabs the STFU. Cena has to try to pull the hold
back to the middle of the ring and Jericho kicks him away. The champ
tries a small package but Cena pulls him up into the FU for the pin and
the title.

Rating: C+. The match itself was fine, but there was less drama in this
than in a Donald Duck cartoon. At the end of the day, Cena does not lose
to Jericho and he does not tap out no matter what. The wrestling was fine
and it told a story and all that jazz, but I’d rather have a main event
where I wasn’t sure what was going to happen than a match being designed
for Cena to have everything come together and win and then everything
coming together for Cena to win.

Cena celebrates to end the show.

Overall Rating: D+. I don’t know if it’s because I’ve been doing so many
of these lately, but this wasn’t the most interesting show in the world.
It was dull at times and almost felt like a chore to sit through. The
first hour or so is WAY worse than the rest of the show, but even the
last two thirds aren’t all that great. This didn’t work that well and
it’s not something I want to see again.

Ratings Comparison

Team HBK vs. Team JBL

Original: B+

Redo: C

Team Raw vs. Team Smackdown

Original: D-

Redo: D

Undertaker vs. Big Show

Original: D+



Redo: D

Team Orton vs. Team Batista

Original: C-

Redo: B

Edge vs. HHH vs. Vladimir Kozlov

Original: D+

Redo: D

John Cena vs. Chris Jericho

Original: B

Redo: C+

Overall Rating

Original: C-

Redo: D+

I’ve flipped on the two male Survivor Series matches but other than that
it’s about the same.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:
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Smackdown  –  September  19,
2008: I Remember Why I Don’t
Think About 2008 That Much
Smackdown
Date: September 19, 2008
Location: Bridgestone Arena, Nashville, Tennessee
Commentators: Jim Ross, Tazz

We’re a little bit after Unforgiven 2008 here and I have no idea why
we’re watching this show. This was requested a few months ago and now
that I finally get around to it, I have no idea why it’s on my list.
Anyway, HHH is world champion and is facing MVP in a match which may be
for the title in the main event. Other than that nothing jumps off the
page at me on the card. Let’s get to it.

Divas Title: Michelle McCool vs. Maryse

Michelle is defending here and is still just the perky blonde. The title
is brand new here too. Michelle takes her down to the mat with a front
facelock but Maryse takes over with a headlock. McCool speeds things up
and frustrates Maryse who can’t keep up with the champ. Maryse heads to
the floor but she trips Michelle up and takes over.

A slingshot dropkick puts Michelle down and Maryse pounds away, only to
get rolled up for two. Maryse cranks on a chinlock but McCool uses her
height to get back out. Things speed up and a running flipping
neckbreaker gets two for the champ. Maryse misses a charge into the
corner and McCool hits Christopher Daniels’ Angel’s Wings to retain.

Rating: C-. It’s absolutely amazing how much more interesting a match
like this is than the Divas of today. The main difference is that the
girls here are athletes who use their athletic abilities in a wrestling
ring. Today, we have girls who are mostly models who get some bare bones
wrestling training but they look good in shorts. McCool, a chick who had
only been wrestling full time for a few years at this point, looked more
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comfortable than Kelly EVER looked in her entire career. That’s a big
reason why the Divas just stopped being interesting at all.

Vickie and Big Show are in the back and Show says he’ll win the title.
Eve comes in and says she wants to wrestle, so we look at Taker getting
beaten up at Unforgiven. Ok then.

Some people are at a bar in Nashville which is across the street from the
arena.

Ryan Braddock vs. Festus

Festus is more famous as Luke Gallows but he’s something close to a
pretzel here. Braddock was there for about five minutes and means nothing
at all. The idea of Festus is that he stays in a stupor until the bell
rings when he’s unstoppable. He and his friend Jesse are part of a moving
company who are moving things to another network. There’s the bell and
down goes Braddock. Braddock avoids a charge and dropkicks Festus into
the corner. Braddock hooks a chinlock but Festus wakes up and massacres
Braddock until the movers tape Braddock up with duct tape and bubble wrap
for the DQ.

Post break Braddock is carried away. Cute idea but it’s pretty stupid
when it goes on this long.

Show and Vickie are in the back and Vickie is going to make Undertaker
apologize tonight. Show says he’ll knock Taker out. We see Show’s heel
turn from Unforgiven again.

Shelton Benjamin pops up and says he’s the gold standard. He makes fun of
R-Truth for being an ex-con. This gold standard idea was death for
Shelton.

Shelton Benjamin vs. R-Truth

Shelton is US Champion but this is non-title. Truth only debuted two
weeks before this. Shelton takes him to the mat but Truth makes the rope.
The spinning forearm puts Shelton down and Truth stomps away in the
corner. Shelton gets in a single shot but Truth will have none of it,
hitting a side kick for two. Shelton hits the T-Bone Exploder but doesn’t



cover.

There’s a backbreaker and Shelton bends Truth over his knee to stay on
it. He whips Truth into the corner before hooking a chinlock with a knee
in the back. Truth comes back with some right hands and they botch a drop
toehold. Back to the chinlock which is turned into a sleeper, but Truth
comes back with a jawbreaker. Shelton tries a German but gets victory
rolled into the pin.

Rating: C-. Nothing to see here again as Truth was too new to mean much
other than his rapping stuff. Shelton was just worthless at this point
with all of the Gold Standard nonsense as he looked stupid and slowed WAY
down, taking away the majority of the appeal he had. The match was just
ok.

Gregory Helms pops up during Truth’s exit, saying the price of gold just
went down.

Here’s Jeff Hardy for a chat. He says that he’s been here on and off for
ten years and he’s the charismatic enigma. Jeff says he’s confident and
comfortable in his own skin and he hopes the fans respect that. HHH has
motivated him and at No Mercy, Jeff isn’t going to grab the brass ring.
He’s going to grab the WWE Championship. As for Vladimir Kozlov…I guess
he’ll have to wait because here’s Brian Kendrick. He says Jeff is
forgetting about him so Jeff makes fun of Kendrick for awhile. Kendrick
makes fun of Hardy’s drug issues which is the height of irony. Jeff says
let’s go.

The Brian Kendrick vs. Jeff Hardy

Jeff whacks Kendrick in the face to start and pounds away in the corner.
Jeff loads up a powerbomb or something like it but he gets backdropped to
the floor as we take a break. Back with Jeff in a half crab but Hardy
makes the rope. Kendrick easily snapmares Jeff back down and we hit the
same hold again. Jeff comes back with a mule kick and a sitout gordbuster
for two. Kendrick gets in a boot to the face and tries Sliced Bread but
gets countered into a backslide for the pin.

Rating: D-. What in the world was going on here? This was one of the



least interesting matches I’ve seen in a long time and it had two pretty
exciting guys in it. Kendrick went south fast after Unforgiven so this
was just another part in that process. Hardy would move on to much bigger
and better things of course. Horribly uninteresting match though.

Kozlov pops up on stage and kicks Jeff’s head off.

Vickie is having a new TV installed when Show comes in to say Undertaker
is here. Vickie makes the cameraman imitate Undertaker and say that he’s
sorry. And never mind as it’s Chavo in a costume. This was so stupid.

We see the Undertaker attack video again.

Time for Carlito’s Cabana with Primo in there along with the host. We
have some mic issues as we can hear what’s being said but apparently the
live audience can’t. It’s quickly fixed and the guest is Primo. Ok then.
Primo says his first win last week was easy and the two of them will win
the tag titles soon. After a brief argument over who the host of the show
is, here are Hawkins and Ryder, the tag champions. Helms pops up again
and makes fun of their names.

The champs say Primo is a joke so Primo asks who these guys are. Ryder:
“Bro are you serious? You know it!” Carlito finds it funny that Hawkins
and Ryder are champions and wants a title match right now. The champs say
no because they used to be part of La Familia. Primo: “YOU GUYS SPEAK
SPANISH TOO!” Primo talks in Spanish and apparently he swears a lot as
Carlito freaks out.

Ryder says the title match is next week and steals Carlito’s line.
Carlito asks for someone to pack up the set so here come Jesse and
Festus. The champs jump Carlito and Primo, but Primo sneaks out and rings
the bell. Festus snaps and cleans house, chasing away the champs with a
palm tree.

Maria is drawing something in the back when Brie Bella pops up. She
compliments Maria’s art and says she’s heard Maria designs outfits in her
spare time. Brie asks for a second when Victoria and Natalya come in to
make fun of the other chicks. Natalya and Victoria accuse Brie of having
a crush on Horny before saying there’s a handicap match next week and



ripping up Eve’s drawings. I have no idea what I just saw.

Scotty Goldman (Colt Cabana) makes fun of Khali and Singh, including with
a Singh puppet.

Scotty Goldman vs. Great Khali

Total massacre, Punjabi Plunge, about 90 seconds.

Khali vs. Kozlov next week.

Raw ReBound is Jericho retaining the world title in a cage match over
Punk. Jericho later said that it should be JBL vs. Batista with the
winner facing Jericho later. Instead Jericho will defend against Shawn at
the PPV in a ladder match.

Chavo throws out Hawkins/Bam Neely/Ryder so he (and we) can watch Taker

getting beaten down for the 6th time tonight. Taker pops up on screen and
Chavo gets grabbed by the arm of an otherwise unseen Undertaker.

HHH vs. MVP

Non-title here. Feeling out process to start and MVP grabs a headlock to
get things going. A hiptoss puts HHH down and MVP poses a lot. HHH
finally takes MVP down and crotch chops him to tick him off as we take a
break. Back as HHH hooks a headlock on the mat but MVP grabs the arm to
take over again. Apparently MVP worked over the arm during the break.
Works for me. The armbar stays on for a LONG time as MVP keeps control. I
mean it’s on for a good three minutes or so.

MVP finally mixes things up with a DDT on the arm for two. He loads up
the big boot in the corner but HHH comes out of the corner with a jumping
knee to the face. A neckbreaker puts MVP down but HHH charges into a boot
in the corner. That means nothing though as HHH spinebusts him down and
out to the floor. HHH follows him out and sends MVP into the table but
MVP gets in a shot to the arm. They head back in and MVP comes off the
top, but he dives into the Pedigree to give HHH the win.

Rating: D+. This wasn’t awful but DANG that middle part was weak. It just
kept going and then it meant nothing a few moments later. MVP never quite



got over that hump into the main event but he was pretty solid at this
point. This match though was basically just something for HHH to do for a
few minutes before he got to Hardy at the PPV. Weak main event to a bad
show.

Post match here’s Kozlov to stare down HHH. MVP gets in a shot to the
Game and Kozlov takes over. HHH comes back with a facebuster but walks
into the headbutt to the chest to drop him. Kozlov stands tall to end the
show.

Overall Rating: D-. What in the world was going on here? This was one of
the least interesting shows I’ve seen in a very long time. I don’t want
to see the PPV and it feels like it should be Kozlov vs. HHH instead of
Hardy getting the shot. Other than the main event which was ok at best,
everyone was sluggish and nothing was interesting at all. Terrible show.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews

NXT – June 21, 2011 – Ryder
Is Still On The Internet
NXT
Date: June 21, 2011
Location: Giant Center, Hershey, Pennsylvania
Commentators: Todd Grisham, William Regal

It’s week whatever here (It’s week whatever here) and there
are no signs of us getting done with this show yet.  We have
three people left in the forms of O’Brian, O’Neil and Young. 
Other than that there isn’t much else going on here, which to
be fair can be said nearly every week around here.  Let’s get
to it.

https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/06/21/nxt-june-21-2011-ryder-is-still-on-the-internet/
https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/06/21/nxt-june-21-2011-ryder-is-still-on-the-internet/


We open with a recap of Lucky Cannon’s stuff over the course
of the season.  I think this is the same video we opened last
week with.  Cannon kind of reminds me of Kelso from That 70’s
Show.  At least they’re not airing the wrong episode because
there’s the elimination from last week.

They’re still wild, but after being on this season for this
long can you still classify them as young?

There’s another elimination next week.

Here’s Horny with Titus to open the show.  Apparently the
small one has some business with Maryse.  And here she is to
at least make the show more fun to look at.  Horny mumbles a
lot and Titus translates.  Apparently Horny has a surprise for
her and has her hold her hand out.  He puts a box in her hand
and it’s a ring pop.  I haven’t had one of those in years. 
She insults him for it because she’s not nice anymore.  The
ring is thrown in his face and she leaves him all upset.

And of all people here’s Zack Ryder.  He was the pro for Titus
on  NXT  Season  2.   Decent  reaction  but  not  exactly  the
explosion that you would expect from what you read about him
online.  The tall people compared Ryder and Horny’s merits as
Pros and Ryder threatens to fist pump Titus’ face.  Striker
makes the obvious main event.

Vladimir  Kozlov/Yoshi  Tatsu/Conor  O’Brian  vs.  Chavo
Guerrero/JTG/Darren  Young

 

Regal  goes  into  another  rant  about  JTG,  saying  he’s  been
waking up half an hour earlier so he can hate him that much
longer every day.  Young and O’Brian start us off.  This is
about as riveting as you would expect them to be if you’ve
watched their matches all season.  Conor runs him off after
awhile and here’s Chavo.  Regal apparently had Chavo’s first
match in WCW.



Conor is holding his arm kind of funny after a bit so here’s
Yoshi to fight JTG.  Regal talks about losing a bet about
Cannon last week but not having any money due to the women he
has  to  pay  for.   Koz  comes  in  and  cleans  some  house.  
Powerslam gets two for Kozlov as Regal praises him.  Vlad
cleans house and Conor helps out a bit as we take a break. 
Back with Vlad getting two on Chavo off a powerslam.

The rookies beat on each other for a bit with the main work
being on the knee of O’Brian.  Off to JTG and this goes on way
too long.  They’ve been working on his knee for five minutes
now.  Everyone gets in a lot of time on it with JTG on it at
the moment.  Conor gets some shots in but Chavo gets a drop
toehold to take him right back down.

After  about  eight  minutes  of  O’Brian  getting  beaten  on
(seriously) it’s close enough to a tag to bring in Yoshi.  He
cleans house and hits a spin kick to take JTG down.  Shining
Wizard gets one as everything breaks down.  Koz gets a pretty
nice double suplex on Chavo and Young to send them to the
floor.  And never mind as Tatsu kicks JTG’s head off for the
pin at 15:20.

Rating: C-. They’re trying so hard to make us care about
O’Brian and it’s almost a guarantee he’s making the finals if
not winning the whole thing, just so we can see him next
season again.  I never once wanted to see him make the tag,
which at times I often do in these matches.  He flat out isn’t
interesting and that’s all there is to it.  Way too long here.

We’re told that the votes messed up last night and Sin Cara
actually  should  have  faced  Bourne.   That  explains  a  few
things.  They’ll have a match on Raw to make up for it.

Raw Rebound is about the Punk segment last night.

Tyson Kidd is talking to Lucky Cannon on the phone and says
there won’t be a recount.  He says he has to go because he
comes up on I guess you would call it a shrine in a locker



with candles and all that jazz.  There’s a Yoshi Tatsu action
figure in the middle and Yoshi comes up, saying not to touch
it.  Kidd leaves and Yoshi puts a Hershey bar in front of it
(huge pop.  Remember the town they’re in) and bows to it.  I
have no idea what to say to that.

Titus O’Neil vs. Zack Ryder

 

Regal has a quick thing about Ryder also: his old partner Dave
Taylor had a hand in training Ryder.  Ryder charges straight
at him which gets him beaten up.  Grisham actually mentions
the Youtube show and the Internet Championship.  Titus gets a
headlock on for awhile and then runs Ryder over.  Horny bites
Ryder on the license plate on his tights, allowing O’Neil to
get a school boy for two as we take a break.

Back with Ryder taking over after a knee lift.  He chokes away
a lot as I guess he’s still a heel on TV.  They need to pick
one or the other, because he’s constantly changing back and
forth.  Off to the chinlock as Regal points out that Horny is
the only person that keeps Titus going.  Ryder gets a running
facewash in the corner which has a proper name that I can’t
think of.  It only gets two and it’s back to the chinlock. 
They get back up and here’s the comeback for Titus.  Ryder
hits the floor and goes after Horny, prompting a brief bit on
the floor.  Back in, O’Neil walks into the Rough Ryder for the
pin at 8:30.

Rating: C. Not bad but kind of long here.  The reaction for
Ryder was ok at best which isn’t really that surprising.  He’s
ok in the ring but not particularly good.  Also interesting to
hear them actually acknowledge his Youtube show and a nice
little change of pace.  The match itself was just kind of
there and not that interesting.

Overall Rating: C-. Not a horrible show here and thankfully we
get it down to the final two next week.  If the matches were a



bit better this could work overall.  The same old issues come
up again here: everyone has faced each other time after time
and there’s no one caring about anything.  The season almost
has to be winding down soon though so at least we can get a
fresh batch next season.  Not horrible overall tonight though.

Results

Yoshi  Tatsu/Vladimir  Kozlov/Conor  O’Brian  b.  Darren
Young/JTG/Chavo  Guerrer  –  High  Kick  to  JTG

Zack Ryder b. Titus O’Neil – Rough Ryder


